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Kieran Connell and Matthew Hilton

The working practices of Birmingham’s Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies*

ABSTRACT: This article offers a history of the working practices of the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies. Based on extensive interviews with former members and on research into a new archive of the Centre, housed in the Cadbury Research Library, University of Birmingham, it argues that cultural studies as practised in the 1970s was always a heterogeneous subject. The CCCS was heavily influenced by the events of 1968 when it tried to develop a new type of radical and collaborative research and teaching agenda. Despite Stuart Hall’s efforts to impose a focused link between politics and academic practice, the agenda soon gave way to a series of diverse and fruitful initiatives associated with the ‘sub-groups’ model of research.
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This article offers an assessment of the working practices of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS), founded by Richard Hoggart at the University of Birmingham in 1964. The inner dynamics of academic units do not normally make for compelling reading, but the CCCS – or ‘the Centre’ as former staff and students frequently refer to it – is somewhat different. First, for historians of the post-war British Left, the CCCS provides a point of focus for how a new generation of leftist thinkers engaged with a society increasingly dominated by affluence, new forms of mass media and the cultures of consumption. Hoggart’s own *The Uses of Literacy* was a seminal text, and the innovative analysis he applied in it to his own working-class background became an exemplar for the work he envisaged taking place at the Centre.1

*This work was supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council under grant AH/K000500/1. We are extremely grateful to the following for their comments on previous versions of this paper: Sally Baggott, John Clarke, Dennis Dworkin, Geoff Eley, Catherine Hall, Herjeet Marway, Chris Moores and Bill Schwarz. We would also like to thank Helen Fisher at the Cadbury Research Library for her assistance in the establishment of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies archive.

1R. Hoggart, *The Uses of Literacy*: aspects of working class life, with special reference to publications and entertainments (London, 1957). See also D. Dworkin, *Cultural Marxism in...
Second, the importance of the CCCS for the development of cultural studies more generally is not in doubt. Cultural studies has long been a discipline in the making (though, for many, it remains a field of enquiry open to a variety of disciplines) and, as such, has attracted dozens of textbooks, anthologies and analyses of its key intellectual developments. It is something of a norm for ‘the Birmingham school’ to feature as a founding institution of a global phenomenon, enjoying a chapter – or chapters – dedicated to its own methodological innovations and intellectual contributions.  

Third, and most important for the subject of this article, the CCCS has always had an acute sense of its own history, one which has become integral to the CCCS ‘brand’. Although many CCCS figures are understandably reluctant to frame the ongoing prominence of its reputation using this term, and have a particular suspicion for the unified approach suggested by the ‘Birmingham school’ label, the CCCS was, from the beginning, extraordinarily active in the narration of its own contribution. Annual reports, whether compiled by Hoggart or by his successor as director, Stuart Hall, focused on the intellectual work performed over the previous year, thereby locating a fledgling subject within a broader framework of academic debate and dialogue. Many of the key edited volumes begin with essays or statements that situate each book’s particular contribution in relation to institutional changes within the CCCS. Moreover, former staff and students continue to write their own accounts of their time at the Centre, especially during the period from the student sit-in at the University of Birmingham in 1968 (at which Centre members played a prominent part), to a point some time between Hall’s departure in 1979 and the reconstitution of the Centre as a formal academic department during the academic year 1987–8. It is this post-1968 period that forms the major focus of this article.

Central to the self-narrating and occasional mythologizing of the CCCS are its working practices: the collective projects, the breaking down of barriers between teacher and taught, the general theory seminar, the sub-groups, the embrace of continental Postwar Britain (Durham, NC, 1997); D. Horowitz, Consuming Pleasures: Intellectuals and Popular Culture in the Postwar World (Philadelphia, 2012); F. Inglis, Richard Hoggart: Virtue and Reward (Cambridge, 2014).


4All CCCS annual reports are accessible online: http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/historycultures/departments/history/research/projects/cccs/publications/annual-reports.aspx (accessed 21 January 2015). For accounts by ex-CCCS members see, for example, Clarke, New Times and Old Enemies, op. cit.; A. McRobbie, Postmodernism and Popular Culture (London, 1994); and L. Grossberg Cultural Studies in the Future Tense (Durham, NC, 2010).


theory and the engagement with politics beyond the Centre, be it socialism, feminism, anti-racism or the institutional provision and forms of higher education. The products of these working practices were quite extraordinary. As well as the challenges to established forms of pedagogy – especially the nature of postgraduate supervision – the Centre published a number of famous working papers, books and articles that continue to be key reference points, and not just for those who identify themselves as practitioners of cultural studies.

Yet within these narratives, cultural studies is often positioned as the outsider. It is marginalized and misunderstood because of its interdisciplinarity, its radical challenge to traditional academic organization and its opening of new subject areas initially regarded with disdain by more established colleagues, both within and outside the academy. The narrations are not all rose-tinted. Former students acknowledge the all-consuming nature of Centre life, its impact on personal and family matters, and the deep intellectual divisions over politics, theory, subject and methodology, which all too often manifested themselves as ‘slammed doors and angry silences’. Yet even in accounts that foreground the more negative aspects of the Centre, there remains an element of romanticism that is perhaps emblematic of an over-reliance on oral history and the abundance of personal memoir.

An orthodoxy has emerged about the fate of cultural studies at Birmingham. Most agree that the Centre was the victim of a number of political, academic and institutional attacks and misunderstandings. First, other, more well-established disciplines failed to appreciate the contributions of cultural studies. These debates ranged from internal disputes over departmental locations and faculty siting at the University of Birmingham, to splenetic interventions by academics elsewhere (and even by former CCCS members, especially Hoggart) and on to more popular diatribes about “mickey mouse” studies. Second, the University of Birmingham itself has long been regarded as the main enemy of one of its most famous intellectual institutions, from the lack of financial support given to it, particularly after the events of 1968 when it began to thrive in other ways, all the way through to its final closure as a department in 2002. Third, enemies on the political Left – ‘Old’ and ‘New’ – disliked the turn to theory taken by the Centre in the 1970s, especially the seeming embrace of Althusserian structuralism. This culminated in the notorious showdown between the combative historian, E. P. Thompson, the articulate Hall and the much less confrontational Richard Johnson at the History Workshop in 1979. Finally, the eventual fate of the Centre – or the cultural studies project – is seen as the consequence of a more general fragmentation of the Left, associated with the rise of identity politics. In particular, the challenges thrown to the supposed unity of the cultural studies project by the politics of feminism and race led to major divisions and were associated with the departure of Hall to the Open University in 1979. In some ways, then, the achievements

and debates within cultural studies prefigure many of the advances and issues associated with the ‘cultural turn’ more generally.

Our aim in this article is not to dispute these very real pressures placed on the work of the Centre. In particular, the university’s treatment of the Centre was often farcical, from its refusal to offer Hoggart financial support or subsequently Hall a chair to its various reorganizations of the CCCS and the university’s ultimate decision to close the Centre down. These issues have been dealt with elsewhere.\(^{11}\) What we want to reflect on here is the extent to which these external pressures were actually present within the working practices of the Centre, particularly after Hall took over from Hoggart, and were therefore integral to how cultural studies developed in Birmingham. Such a detailed focus on the formative years of the Centre, particularly during and immediately after the protests of 1968, is now possible thanks to the archive of the CCCS currently under construction. Located at the Cadbury Research Library, University of Birmingham, and housed in the basement of the Muirhead Tower (in which the Centre eventually settled on the eighth floor), the archives contain the collected papers of numerous former staff and students, supplemented by dozens of interviews now available online (together with the annual reports and the famous ‘stencilled papers’).\(^{12}\) Importantly, interviews have been undertaken not only with alumni who have gone on to have careers within the academy and have often already reflected on the importance of spending their formative intellectual years at the Centre, but an effort has also been made to include those who left academia and as a result may have different perspectives on the significance of cultural studies at Birmingham.\(^{13}\)

What the archive allows us to do is contextualize the prevailing oral histories and memoirs of the Centre and foreground the practical aspects of the development of cultural studies at Birmingham. It allows us to show how the everyday aspects of doing cultural studies were integral to the better known story of the intellectual development of the subject. This article thus builds on a burgeoning interest in the development of academic disciplines, not least that of anthropology. But it draws inspiration especially from Mike Savage’s account of the development of the social sciences in Britain. He tracks the rise of the social science ‘apparatus’ such that it became an increasingly routinized part of British life in the late twentieth century. He takes a broad-ranging definition of the social sciences to include examinations of identities and solidarities. The interpretation can be extended further such that we might apply it to examinations of culture as studied by CCCS and others who moved the analysis beyond texts and towards practice. Savage looks not so much to the outcomes of social science research, but to its methods – researching what he refers to as the research ‘boiler room’ or what might be called the laboratory, though for the CCCS this was a laboratory characterized very

---


\(^{12}\)See [www.birmingham.ac.uk/cccs](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/cccs) (accessed 21 January 2015).

\(^{13}\)See, for example, the interviews conducted with Neil Grant, Errol Lawrence, Patricia McCabe, Merlyn Moos and Roger Shannon.
heavily by a post-1968 leftist experimentalism.\footnote{See M. Savage, Identities and Social Change in Britain since 1940: The Politics of Method (Oxford, 2010).} As such, what this detailed empirical uncovering of academic practice does is explore the often troubled development of New Left thinking in Britain. For Stuart Hall in particular the CCCS was always a part of his journey on the Left. While the Centre was not envisaged crudely as a form of political entryism into the academy, it was nevertheless strongly associated with New Left debates and thinking. The history of the Centre in the post-1968 conjuncture, then, tells an important story that links the creation of the New Left Review (of which Hall was the first editor) to the emergence of identity politics in 1970s and 1980s Britain.

This article therefore unpicks some of the established narratives about the Centre. It seeks to further ‘decentre’ it, as others have put it when pointing to the different traditions that gave rise to the broader project of cultural studies around the world.\footnote{See H. K. Wright, ‘Dare we de-centre Birmingham? Troubling the “origin” and trajectories of cultural studies’, European Journal of Cultural Studies, 1, 1 (1998), 33–56; and Blundell, Shepherd and Taylor (eds), Relocating Cultural Studies, op. cit.} The argument put forward here, however, is that an intellectual heterogeneity was written into the heart of the Centre’s working practices almost from the very beginning, belying the apparent unity of an approach embraced by a singular ‘Centre’. Of course, a commitment to a collective project does not assume a concomitant intellectual unity, but Hall in particular gave it a political purpose and direction of travel. As will be seen, the ‘sub-group’ approach was clearly crucial to the intellectual vitality of Centre work during the 1970s, and led to some of the most well-known CCCS publications. But as the archive now shows, the very creation of the sub-groups was an expedient that was born out of the recognition, as early as 1970, that the overall direction of Centre research could never be as focused as either Hoggart or Hall had envisaged (if for politically different yet academically similar reasons). This is not to argue that the Centre was bound to fail (at least in its guise as an autonomous research and postgraduate centre), but it is to point out that there was never really a moment in the history of cultural studies at Birmingham when diversity and sometimes division were not chief characteristics.

This is a further reminder of a key aspect of cultural studies that Hall reiterated throughout his career: that cultural studies was never a unified subject, that it was never a discipline in its own right, and it was properly a field of enquiry that could embrace many different approaches and frameworks. The ‘thief in the night’, that Hall invoked so controversially to explain the impact of feminism at the Centre, ought not to be regarded as the unexpected and scatological guest.\footnote{See Hall, ‘Cultural studies and its theoretical legacies’, op. cit. Hall’s paper was originally given at a conference on cultural studies at the University of Illinois in 1990 and is reprinted in L. Grossberg, C. Nelson and P. Treichler (eds), Cultural Studies (New York and London, 1992), 277–86.} Arguably, several other characters with their own interests and agendas had been invited to a seat at the table when the cultural studies party threw its doors wide open in 1968. To put it another way, cultural studies did not suffer from the consequences of the fragmentation of the Left; its working practices fruitfully embodied these tensions right from the start.
One remarkable feature of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies is the sheer amount of energy devoted to capturing its history, work and influence. The often celebratory and too often uncritical accounts continue to this day. In 2013 alone, Laurie Taylor devoted two episodes of his Radio 4 programme to reflecting on ‘Bingo, Barbie and Barthes: fifty years of cultural studies’.\(^\text{17}\) A thirty-fifth anniversary edition of the seminal CCCS publication *Policing the Crisis* was published.\(^\text{18}\) Former CCCS student Roj [Mahasiddhi] Peters undertook a project to photograph around thirty staff and students associated with the Centre. And at the end of the year, the journal *Cultural Studies*, edited by CCCS alumnus Lawrence Grossberg, devoted an entire issue to a series of interviews with CCCS members who had been active at various times from 1964 all the way through to 2002.\(^\text{19}\) All of these were but the latest initiatives in an ongoing series of publications in which CCCS staff and students have demonstrated an acute sense of their own history and significance.

The authors of this article do not stand apart from the myth-making we seek to explore. Indeed, we know all too well the strength of the allure of the CCCS. Hilton was first employed in the history department at Birmingham in 1997 and was delighted to become an ‘Associate Member’ of the then department of cultural studies and sociology in 2001, just twelve months before its closure in 2002. Connell undertook a Ph.D. in history on ‘Black Handsworth in the 1980s’, very much adopting an approach inspired by some of the more famous CCCS publications.\(^\text{20}\) Moreover, he was guided informally by the late Michael Green, a then-retired former CCCS staff member who had taught and remained friends with his parents who had met while studying together on the M.A. in cultural studies in the early 1980s. When in 2011 the University of Birmingham sought to recognize the achievements of former individuals connected to the university with a series of blue plaques around the main campus, the authors pushed hard to ensure that one such plaque would uniquely celebrate the collective work of the CCCS rather than any one academic such as Hoggart or Hall.\(^\text{21}\) They subsequently secured funding from the Arts and Humanities Research Council to consolidate other efforts to commemorate the Centre, and they have overseen the creation of the archive upon which this article is based.\(^\text{22}\)

It is through all these efforts that the recognition of the CCCS has developed and been consolidated. Great intellectual capital is now attributed to those who received their

\(^{17}\)The programmes were first broadcast on 7 and 14 October 2013 and are accessible at: [http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03f0t4y](http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03f0t4y) (accessed 4 April 2014).


\(^{19}\)See *Cultural Studies*, 27, 5 (2013).


\(^{21}\)For further information see: [http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/culture/collections/blueplaque.aspx](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/culture/collections/blueplaque.aspx) (accessed 4 April 2014).

\(^{22}\)Several attempts had been made to create an archive of the CCCS. This latest venture was supported by Michael Green and then Stuart Hall, who in turn convinced others interested in the project to lend their support. This enabled funding to be secured from the AHRC (AH/K000500/1). The project ran until February 2015.
postgraduate training at the Centre alongside some of the leading figures of the CCCS (especially ‘Stuart’ who, unlike the others, is more often than not referred to by his first name). They have frequently been asked to reminisce publicly about their time spent at Birmingham. For Chris Rojek, writing in his 2006 introduction to Hall’s work, the prevalence of these personalized narratives has had negative consequences for those with a more detached interest in the CCCS, including the implicit suggestion ‘that if you weren’t there . . . you can’t know what it was like’.23 Many careers have undoubtedly benefited from an association with the CCCS. But for those who have moved on to different fields of study, their connection to the Centre has perhaps been more ambiguous. John Clarke, for example, remembers later in his career being at a conference on an entirely different subject to his earlier CCCS work. He was approached with a question from a delegate: ‘Didn’t you used to be the John Clarke?’24

The CCCS opened its doors in autumn 1964, a year after Hoggart delivered his inaugural lecture at Birmingham in which he set out the rationale for a programme that he provisionally called ‘Literature and Contemporary Cultural Studies’.25 Penguin Books were the main financial backers of the project as a result of the relationship Hoggart had developed with its founder, Sir Allen Lane, following the Lady Chatterley’s Lover obscenity trial.26 Penguin’s annual grant of £2400 largely covered the appointment of Stuart Hall as the Centre’s Research Fellow – the other staff members at this time were Hoggart, Michael Green, who divided his time between the CCCS and the English department, and a secretary.27 There were just six full-time students in the Centre’s first year, and the key events were a weekly ‘working’ seminar and a general seminar open to non-CCCS members, as well as fortnightly supervision meetings.28 By 1973 there were thirty-nine students attached to the CCCS, the university had become a financial supporter and the Centre had begun to organize itself around its now famous satellite ‘sub-group’ model of research.29 By the time the M.A. in cultural studies was offered for the first time in 1975–6, there were more than fifty students attached to the CCCS.30 Staff numbers, however, did not increase. Paul Willis worked as a funded postdoctoral researcher after his Ph.D., but Hall and Green were only joined by Richard Johnson in 1974. Students, as much for practical as well as political or intellectual reasons, were therefore the lifeblood of the Centre, though their heightened influence was also the

27Smaller grants also came from the Observer Trust and Chatto & Windus. See CCCS, Annual Report 1965 (October 1965), 1.
28Ibid., 1.
product of Hoggart and Hall’s background in adult education where more democratic learning processes had been encouraged.31

Undoubtedly, the Centre’s formation arose out of a more general turn to culture among primarily New Left thinkers. Hoggart and Hall participated in an intellectual journey alongside the likes of E. P. Thompson and Raymond Williams and which would flourish in the 1970s with the launch of *History Workshop Journal* and *Social History*. Yet key facets of the CCCS mythology are the events and legacies of 1968 as a political moment. Indeed, just as 1968 creates a badge of authenticity for a certain generation of leftist thinkers and activists more generally, so too does participation in the Centre’s interventions in the student sit-in at the University of Birmingham mark a special status for these Centre members.32

The protests were a formative moment for cultural studies, and not just at the Centre. At Birmingham, though, the experience of the atmosphere of political experimentation fed directly into the working practices of the academic unit. As Hall took over the effective directorship from Hoggart late the following year, there was actually much stronger continuity in the intellectual objectives of the Centre than is usually recognized.33 Classic Centre texts like the jointly authored *Policing the Crisis* (1978), Dorothy Hobson’s *Crossroads* (1982) and Angela McRobbie’s *Feminism and Youth Culture: From Jackie to Just Seventeen* (1991) examined – albeit with contrasting theoretical frameworks – the media, soap opera and girls’ magazines, each of which were central themes within Hoggart’s early conception of what cultural studies would look like.34 But what was different was the manner in which the research was to be carried out. While former members like to refer to the post-1968 moment as one of ‘shifting forms’, something that was ‘made up as you went along’, there was in fact a deliberate attempt to insert into the academic agenda of the Centre a leftist politics very much associated with late 1960s experimentalism.35

The existence of the archive only confirms the importance of 1968 to the development of the Centre. From the start, CCCS staff and students were heavily involved in the sit-in. In May of that year, the issue of the in-house student magazine, *Mermaid*, was edited by Hall. It featured a collection of essays on the student experience at Birmingham – on

32 For an exploration of the significance of 1968 in the identities of a generation of leftist activists see C. Hughes, ‘Negotiating ungovernable spaces between the personal and the political: oral history and the left in post-war Britain’, *Memory Studies*, 6, 1 (January 2013), 70–90.
33 There is some inconsistency in the archive regarding the exact date of Hoggart’s initial departure for UNESCO. In some accounts this date is given as 1968, while in his autobiography Hoggart gives the date as January 1970. It is likely that this was the date of his formal secondment as Assistant Director-General at UNESCO, though he had informally left Birmingham some months earlier. The Centre’s *Annual Report 1969–71* states that the academic year 1971–2 was Hoggart’s final year of secondment at UNESCO. Hoggart formally resigned from the University of Birmingham in 1973. See R. Hoggart, *An Imagined Life*, op. cit., 98; CCCS, *Annual Report 1969–71* (December 1971), 7; CCCS, *Annual Report 1972–74* (January 1974), 1.
student accommodation, on the experience of learning in higher education and on the nature of the university’s ‘authority structures’ and ‘how [these] could be changed’. Other contributors included Michael Green, Trevor Blackwell and Trevor Millum – each of whom were members of the CCCS – and Catherine Hall, who was enrolled as a student in the history department and had recently married Stuart. Within six months of the publication of this issue, in late November 1968, students staged a sit-in at the University of Birmingham.

The sit-in had its roots in an earlier students’ Guild publication calling for a greater say in the running of the university. For Hall, writing in Mermaid, it was the university’s unwillingness to engage in such dialogue that was the ‘most worrying problem of all’. According to the university’s account of the sit-in, relations between university management and the Guild became fraught following the growing influence of the ‘Ad Hoc group for University Reform’, a group of students whose ‘extremist attitudes’ the university saw as being ‘derived from a knowledge of earlier student revolts in some French, German and American universities’. In late October tensions heightened over the university’s policies towards the admission of Czech students following the Prague Spring, student use of the refectory and the unwillingness of management to allow student representation on all university committees. A stand-off continued until 28 November when the sit-in began, locking Robert Hunter, the university’s newly appointed Vice-Chancellor, along with his administrative staff, out of their offices for a week.

The CCCS was not explicitly named in the university’s account of the protests – the focus was instead on Dick Atkinson, a temporary lecturer in sociology who had been active in earlier protests while a postgraduate at the London School of Economics. Yet the CCCS did play an active role. Lawrence Grossberg, who began as a postgraduate student at the CCCS in 1968, and Chas Critcher, who joined the following year, having been an undergraduate in English, were both named by the university as part of the student negotiating committee during the protests. Hall ‘wasn’t organizing the sit-in’ but his ‘sympathies were on the side of students who were demanding change’. Indeed, Paul Willis, who was active in the protests and had just enrolled as a Ph.D. student at the CCCS, remembered Hall addressing the sit-in. For Willis, Hall came across ‘not [as] a

36 The concept of a university’ in Mermaid magazine (Birmingham, 1968), 7 and also S. Hall, ‘Blowing in the wind’, 28, in CRL, Records of the Guild of Students [subsequently Guild], UB/GUILD/F/3/43.


39 University of Birmingham, ‘The students’ role in 1968: an account by the Registrar of the one week demonstration by students and the events which led up to it’, CRL, Guild, UB/ GUILD/A/8.

40 ibid., 4; Ives, Drummond and Schwarz, The First Civic University, op. cit., 358.

41 University of Birmingham, ‘The students’ role’, op. cit., 3. For an overview of the student protest movement at the London School of Economics, see Dworkin, Cultural Marxism, op. cit., 130–1.

42 University of Birmingham, ‘The students’ role’, op. cit., 16.

43 S. Hall, interviewed by KC, 22 August 2013.
professorial figure... but a revolutionary and radical figure speaking to masses of students’. Grossberg has subsequently written of the influence the political radicalism of the 1960s had on the development of the cultural studies project, and in the weeks after the Birmingham protests described them as ‘part of a worldwide challenge to the existing power structure’. Willis argued that the Centre’s involvement in the sit-in ‘transformed how we would approach intellectual work’. Indeed, it shifted the nature of the Centre’s working practices in a number of important ways.

First, it made Hoggart’s position as director and the external face of the CCCS difficult to maintain. According to his autobiography, Hoggart was broadly supportive of the protests and took part in the associated ‘teach in’. Both he and Hall, the latter recalled, were ‘treading a fine line’, but whereas Hall was attached only to the Centre, Hoggart also had to maintain the externally visible position of Professor of English that included seats on the Faculty Board and the University Senate. Willis felt Hoggart was ‘walking on glass’ in late 1968, while others later accepted Hoggart occupied an uncomfortable middle ground. According to Ros Brunt, such a mediatory position meant he ‘met with hostility from both sides’, including an instance when he was booed by a member of the CCCS as he entered a room. Hoggart had ‘a very rough time’ and, in a little over a year, had left the CCCS to take up a job at UNESCO.

Second, and most importantly, the Centre’s support of the student protests led to a concerted attempt to initiate a democratization of its working practices. Decisions relating to the day-to-day management of the Centre, its intellectual scope and its future direction were opened up to the students. It is worth noting that this was partly in response to practical considerations and, in particular, the remarkably low staff numbers in the Centre’s formative years. More than this, however, what Hall termed the ‘rupture’ of staff–student relations arose out of a political and intellectual commitment to the ethos of 1968: ‘every Centre meeting’ at this time was an enquiry into ‘the politics of cultural studies’ and ‘how we should organize our work so it makes sense’ in the context of the student protests. Writing in an internal CCCS document in 1971, Hall described this process as an attempt to ‘challenge and modify the prevailing modes of knowledge and authority’, to initiate a ‘utopian enclave’ that could ‘transcend the limits of what appears possible and natural within the existing limits of our situation’.

---

44 P. Willis, interviewed by KC, 19 August 2013.
46 Interview with Willis.
49 Interview with Willis; M. Green, ‘Richard Hoggart’, *op. cit.*, 33.
51 Interview with Hall; S. Hall, R. Johnson and M. Green, ‘On contradictions’ (January 1979), 2. CRL, R. O’Rourke papers, USS86/1/2.
52 Interview with Hall.
One of Hall’s first decisions as acting CCCS director was to obtain funds to purchase a second reprographic ‘Gestetner’ machine to be used by the students. This enabled them to mass-produce and distribute without Hall’s permission written material ranging from position papers and memos regarding the administration and intellectual practice of the Centre to the political pamphlets and magazines of Centre members.\textsuperscript{54} Having assumed the position of effective director in 1969, Hall made efforts to relinquish his authority as leader. Decisions were made at a weekly Centre General Meeting at which everything ‘from the politics of intellectual work to how to manage paper supply’ was discussed.\textsuperscript{55} Writing in his autobiography, Hoggart remembered how shortly before his departure to UNESCO an unnamed student demanded a commitment from Hoggart that only students with a similar politics be admitted into the Centre. ‘We have no time’, Hoggart quotes the student as saying, ‘for the Matthew Arnoldian liberal humanist line of Hoggart!’\textsuperscript{56} Brunt subsequently identified herself as the student in question and saw it as ‘indicative of some democratic inklings emerging in the Centre’.\textsuperscript{57} A student Admissions Advisory Group was established to advise on admissions policy and students would sit on interview panels for prospective students.\textsuperscript{58} The Centre would later set up its own unofficial hardship fund made up of a ‘voluntary levy of 2.5 per cent’ taken from all Centre members who earned a salary in order to ‘assist people who have to pay their own fees … as well as those who find it difficult to pay the rent’.\textsuperscript{59} As Hall put it in 1970, the aim was ‘nothing less than the creation, within … the existing system, of a collective – an intellectual foco: a sort of advanced base’.\textsuperscript{60}

In 1966, the Centre did begin work on what was called its ‘first properly collective project’, an investigation into representations of women in magazines.\textsuperscript{61} Once Hall took over, however, the emphasis on collective work increased with the overt aim to distinguish ‘a Cultural Studies terrain independently from its English Studies root’.\textsuperscript{62} One of the first studies with this aim was an investigation of the experiences of the student sit-in in Birmingham.\textsuperscript{63} This was followed by an examination of ‘the western’ (1969–70) and an attempt at writing a Reader in Cultural Studies which, after ‘long discussion’, was followed by the launch of the CCCS journal, Working Papers in Cultural Studies.\textsuperscript{64} Between 1970 and 1972 a General Theory Seminar was introduced with a focus on the structuralism of Barthes, Lévi-Strauss and Saussure in order to link with the western project.\textsuperscript{65} This became the key event of the week, followed by the Working Seminar on Monday afternoons and then the Graduate Seminar featuring visiting speakers on

\textsuperscript{54}See, for example, Birmingham Free Press and later Bosses Enemy. CRL, Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies papers [subsequently CCCS], miscellaneous publications, UB/CCCS/A/6.
\textsuperscript{56}Hoggart, An Imagined Life, op. cit., 98.
\textsuperscript{57}R. Brunt, interviewed by KC with C. Pawling and T. Millum, 15 August 2013.
\textsuperscript{58}Hall, Johnson and Green, op. cit., 2.
\textsuperscript{60}Hall, ‘The missed moment’, op. cit., 9.
\textsuperscript{61}See Hall, Johnson and Green, op. cit., 2. This early project was a reading of ‘Cure for marriage’, a short story in a women’s magazine.
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Tuesday afternoons. In autumn 1971 the tight General Theory Seminar was abandoned – partly because of the failure of both the western and the Reader in Cultural Studies projects – and replaced by a “looser” notion of collective work, informed by the famous ‘sub-group’ model. The initial groups were ‘Literature and Society’ and ‘Media Studies’, soon followed by ‘Sub-cultures’.

Once the M.A. had been launched in October 1975, new students were required to attend the two core courses over the first two terms, run on Monday afternoons. The MA was, however, open to all Centre members and acted as a continuum of the General Theory Seminar. Hall ran ten sessions on cultural theory in the autumn term, followed by a similar block by Richard Johnson on modern British history from 1880 to 1935. Students chose their broad dissertation areas and, instead of taking an optional unit as they would today, they attached themselves to one or more sub-groups, meeting at different times during the week and devoted to such topics as ‘Art and Politics’, ‘Cultural History’, ‘Media’, ‘Sub-cultures’, ‘Women’s Studies’ and ‘Work’ as well as an additional Marx Reading Group. The idea was that rather than working as an isolated student, meeting one’s tutor with varying degrees of regularity, the students would immerse themselves in a collective research enterprise which would serve as a ‘method of support to thesis work’. Reports of the sub-groups would then be fed through at presentations in the summer term, often becoming one of the ‘stencilled occasional papers’ or, if developed further, a paper in Working Papers in Cultural Studies. In addition, Centre members – staff, students, visiting lecturers and occasional students from other departments and institutions – might contribute to externally funded projects such as ‘The transition from school to work’ (Social Science Research Council), ‘Race in the provincial press’ (UNESCO), or other CCCS projects such as that on ‘Mugging’, resourced through the contributions of staff, students and other members.

The sub-group model of collaborative working is perhaps the best-known feature of the CCCS’s working practices, and it was something that helped enable Centre members to maintain strong, often-politicized links to the world outside the academy. This was not only in keeping with the ethos of 1968; it also referenced an ambivalence about academic work that many CCCS students shared with Hall, Thompson and other members of the New Left whose route into the academy began with adult education. As Critcher put it, ‘Making an intellectual difference wasn’t enough.’ Policing the Crisis, for example, was the direct product of the community work Critcher had helped organize in the Handsworth district of Birmingham. Members of the Women’s Studies Group that would go on collectively to produce Women Take Issue were also involved in various feminist initiatives, including a women’s writing group called ‘Women and Words’ and the setting up of a refuge for victims of domestic abuse in a disused Birmingham hospital. The collective approach and outputs that the events of 1968 helped to initiate
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within the Centre may have contributed to its notoriously poor record on thesis completion. Yet for many, it was as stimulating and inspiring as it was time-consuming.

The papers and collections that would eventually give the CCCS its international reputation were the products of often fraught collaborations. Draft papers were produced, presented, torn apart, rewritten and altered again and again. Collaborative work of this nature required energy, generosity and a willingness to accept that the collective output was more important than the individual input. In the preface to the thirty-fifth anniversary edition of *Policing the Crisis*, for instance, Stuart Hall and his fellow authors reflected that ‘the prolonged, difficult process of collective research’ served as the ‘intellectual “laboratory” out of which the ideas, theories and arguments that animate the text were produced’.\(^\text{71}\)

Maureen McNeil, who was appointed to the CCCS following Hall’s departure to the Open University in 1979, remembers that there was a ‘fantastic creativity’ to writing with postgraduate students that continued into the 1980s.\(^\text{72}\) For Rebecca O’Rourke, an M.A. and then Ph.D. student at the Centre in the 1970s, collective work provided ‘the intensity, the capacity … and … the ability to produce something greater and more powerful than any one of you individually could have produced’.\(^\text{73}\)

The reasons for the eventual demise of some of these key features of CCCS experimentalism have been attributed to a number of threats. First, there were the persistently hostile attitudes of other academics and managers at Birmingham, something evidenced by the early refusal of the department of English to provide financial assistance to the Centre.\(^\text{74}\) In its first years the CCCS was based on the edge of campus in a series of Quonset huts originally intended as temporary pre-war structures, which Hall saw as a daily reminder of the Centre’s ‘marginal status in the field’.\(^\text{75}\) The attitude of the department of sociology is indicative of the suspicion with which figures in the established disciplines regarded the Centre. In 1967, Hoggart and Hall gave a paper at the department of sociology, which was received with some hostility. Hoggart wrote to the head of department, Charles Madge (also the co-founder of Mass Observation) and stated: ‘To put it very bluntly: as the discussion progressed I felt less that we’d been asked to come and talk about the Centre and its possible relationships with social scientists than that we’d been put up to be grilled or even put on trial.’\(^\text{76}\) During the re-organization of the Centre in the mid-1980s, which eventually resulted in its reconstitution as a department and its subsequent merger with sociology, the pressure from university management was such that one option seriously being considered by CCCS staff was the relocation of the Centre from Birmingham to Sussex.\(^\text{77}\)

Second, mirroring broader developments across the Left more generally, the Centre also became the stage on which the challenge of identity politics was played out. These
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were the ‘great interruptions’ of race and gender that Hall later referred to when speaking of his time as director.\textsuperscript{78} The story concerning gender is usually told through the experiences of the Women’s Studies sub-group, which was established in October 1974 and produced \textit{Women Take Issue} four years later. In 1976 the group had demanded, during their presentation to the rest of the Centre at the end of the year, that membership of the group be explicitly restricted to women only.\textsuperscript{79} Charlotte Brunsdon, a member of the group, characterizes this as the key ‘bridgehead’ into the CCCS of ‘the “new” identities and identity politics’, with the existing sub-groups fulfilling the role of ‘the old boys’ and ‘occupying a terrain conceptualized mainly in terms of social class’.\textsuperscript{80} This is illustrated, perhaps inadvertently, by an internal CCCS document, co-authored by Hall, Johnson and Green, which suggested that this period within the Centre could be seen as a conflict between ‘being working class and male ... as opposed to being female, middle class and feminist’.\textsuperscript{81} The CCCS collectively prioritized a commitment to ‘Marxist-Feminism’ in 1977 yet tensions persisted and were exacerbated by similar emerging issues about race.\textsuperscript{82} Hall later reflected that his invocation of the ‘thieves in the night’ who ‘crapped on the table of cultural studies’ had been meant as an attempt to ‘speak in favour’ of interruptions like feminism in cultural studies.\textsuperscript{83} But he saw his cruder remark as a ‘terrible trip of the tongue – as Freud said [it] betrayed more than it said’.\textsuperscript{84} The remark indicated to Hall that ‘you are finding this very difficult ... you’ve always been in favour of women’s rights ... but when it comes to authority and power, you are not as transformed as you think you are’.\textsuperscript{85}

Third, as the Centre turned to continental theory to co-ordinate its collaborative explorations of culture, it increasingly found itself in conflict with members of the ‘first’ New Left, especially the cultural Marxist historian, E. P. Thompson. Alongside Raymond Williams and Hoggart himself, Thompson was a key influence on the Centre project but was becoming increasingly hostile towards its embrace of continental theory and Althusserian structuralism. Richard Johnson described himself as a ‘disciple’ of Thompson’s, having worked closely with his wife Dorothy when based in Birmingham’s history department.\textsuperscript{86} In 1978 he began a correspondence with Thompson that was to become a precursor to a series of interventions in the \textit{History Workshop Journal} and to Thompson’s public and dramatic falling out with the CCCS at the 1979 History Workshop conference at Ruskin College, Oxford.\textsuperscript{87} Johnson was working on an essay that was an attempt, he wrote to Thompson, to ‘reconcile what I’ve learnt from yourself’ with ‘what I have learnt ... since coming to the Centre’.\textsuperscript{88} Johnson wanted to ‘persuade
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Edward to shift his position. Yet in his responses Thompson gave little or no ground. He accused the Centre of being ‘prickly’ and hostile to outsiders, and situated what he saw as his own tradition of ‘historical materialism’ against the ‘tradition of idealism to which Althusser firmly belongs, and into whose toils I consider that the Centre – and yourself – have been sucked’. Thompson wrote that Johnson should ‘expect to find the heavy paw of my polemic coming down on your shoulder’. This came at Ruskin in December 1979, an event convened to discuss the publication of Thompson’s *The Poverty of Theory*. Speaking on a panel with Johnson and Stuart Hall in front of an audience of more than 700 people (having only decided to speak the night before), Thompson ruthlessly attacked the work of Philip Corrigan and, by extension, that of the CCCS generally, for its ‘theoretical terrorism’ in which, he said, theory is treated as ‘a seminar game in which one can say any damn thing one likes’. Raphael Samuel described the event as ‘gladiatorial combat’ and the *New Society* magazine called his performance a ‘demolition job’ that ‘caused evident personal pain and discomfort to many of those present’. If Hall saw his 1990 comments about feminism as symbolizing the moment his association with the CCCS fundamentally ruptured, for Dennis Dworkin, Ruskin 1979 was the signal that a more general ‘phase in historical and cultural theory was coming to an end’.

All three of these issues and threats suggest a departure of Centre practices from some earlier, more unified goal. However, in what follows it becomes clear that cultural studies was always a heterogeneous practice and that many of the debates the Centre engaged with in the later 1970s were core concerns with the era of collaboration ushered in by Hall. The embrace of a democratic ethos in the CCCS after 1968 marked a new post-Hoggart era, but the speed with which the Centre then moved from a ‘tight’ to a ‘loose’ collective was remarkable. Even before the sub-groups had been established, themselves an indicator of the difficulties of creating a unified ‘cultural studies’, detailed discussions within the Centre prefigured many of the more public debates of the later 1970s. Almost from the very beginning, the CCCS in general and Stuart Hall in particular struggled to reconcile a commitment to the politics of 1968 with the politics of hierarchy and leadership. The attacks from without were ultimately of far greater significance to the Centre’s history as an actual institution. Yet the deep-rooted problems over leadership, theory and politics meant the working practices that have become such a celebrated part of CCCS folklore would eventually run their course. Cast in this light, the issue is not so much that the CCCS would reflect the supposed fragmentation of New Left politics, but how impressive it was that the Centre was able to persist for so long as a working unit.
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The Contradictions of Contemporary Cultural Studies

There is a temptation to follow Dworkin in locating the late 1970s as the key turning-point in the viability of the Centre project, as well as the fortunes of the British Left more generally. The events at Ruskin were traumatic for all those involved. In the days afterwards Stephen Yeo, who chaired the debate between Thompson, Johnson and Hall, wrote to Johnson to tell him of his ‘bewilderment and sadness’ at the turn events had taken. Bill Schwarz – who had joined the Centre in the mid-1970s and, like Johnson, had invested considerable energy in the project to reconcile social history with cultural studies – was also present at Ruskin and remembers it making him feel ‘ill’. Away from Ruskin, similar feelings were expressed by delegates at what was to be the final Women’s Liberation National Conference, held in Birmingham in 1978, which was marked by near-sectarian disputes between socialist and revolutionary feminists. The late 1970s was also the period during which, according to various commentators, severe divisions were felt within black politics over the increasing centrality of ethnicity. And May 1979 was, of course, when the ‘crisis in hegemony’ that Hall and others at the CCCS identified in Policing the Crisis was followed by the election of Margaret Thatcher and the ascent of what Hall would presciently term ‘Thatcherism’. Within six months of Thatcher’s victory, Hall had left the CCCS for the Open University, much to the evident anguish of those he left behind.

Yet to over-emphasize the impact on the CCCS of what was undoubtedly a critical period of upheaval in Britain is to stray too close to the more nostalgic accounts of the CCCS that presuppose the existence of a ‘golden age’ rooted around a shared commitment to the politics of 1968. In the first instance, efforts at fostering radical political unity continued into the 1980s, not least with the 1984–5 miners’ strike, the ‘new times’ agenda associated with Marxism Today and the Beyond the Fragments movement organized by Sheila Rowbotham and other feminists in the early 1980s. But more than that, while the 1979 History Workshop marked a ‘spectacular’ moment of rupture, a series of earlier internal debates illustrate the presence of divisions – and diversity – within the CCCS project almost from the moment Hall assumed the position of acting director in 1969. The debates were initiated by Hall and were conducted in the form of long position papers that were pre-circulated to all CCCS members and discussed at general meetings. These began as relatively congenial conversations about the nature of the CCCS project and are in some ways further evidence of the extent to which there was, after 1968, a concerted attempt to initiate a form of democratization within the Centre.

Concerned about the dangers of overly idealistic conceptions, for example,
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Hall set out the financial and other restrictions on the CCCS, including the limitations on his own time, which he illustrated by providing an overview of his working week. Other papers from this period offered definitions of what was seen to be the ‘universe of discourse of cultural studies’ or provided fledging histories of the development of the CCCS and its relationship with the established academic disciplines.

Even in these early discussions, however, there is evidence of significant differences in opinion and approach. Brian Trench, for example, who enrolled at the Centre in 1969 and would go on to have a prominent career in journalism, wrote of the ‘psycho-dramas of supposed seminars’ at which ‘theoretical differences’ were manifest in ‘personal animosities’ and ‘emotional inadequacies’. Another student reflected on how an attempt to give each member the space to ‘state our own, very personal, political positions’ during a seminar ended in failure because of the lack of any ‘political consensus’. And signs of the identity politics that are seen to have ‘broken in’ to the Centre years later were also present in these early debates, albeit in relatively tentative forms. Rachel Powell, for instance, had been a contemporary of Hall in the New Left and was a prolific contributor to Centre discussions. In 1970, she attempted to summarize the divergent views of the Centre and situate them against her own politics and perspective as a woman. Given the experimentalism of the CCCS, Powell saw all those with a stake in it as ‘bastards . . . cut off from the social and academic definitions of what . . . we ought to be’. Yet ‘intellectual women’, Powell argued, ‘are more bastards than the rest of you’. For Judith Scott, who enrolled at the Centre in 1969, it was the men who ‘set the agenda’ at the Centre and women were ‘only just beginning to question that’. In response to these interventions, Hall proposed a session on the women’s movement to be delivered by Michael Green ‘and one of the girls’. In the event, Ros Brunt remembered giving the presentation alongside Scott, both of whom were active in Women’s Liberation. However, in preparation for the talk the two ‘discovered [that] we didn’t agree; Judith was more into letting men off the hook than I was. There was a bit of a conflict’. When the presentation was given, Brunt remembered being ‘absolutely slaughtered’ over the issue of the relative primacy of gender as opposed to class, particularly by Chas Critcher who had, he later admitted, a ‘chip on my shoulder’ over the issue.

By 1971 these disagreements had escalated to what would ultimately prove to be unsustainable levels. The documents in the archive provide a detailed account of the internal Centre discussions that took place and which have not always been
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acknowledged to have existed. The tone was set by Hall who, in March, lamented what he saw as the ‘failure of an intellectual collectivity to emerge’ within the Centre. The context for this was the failure of collective projects such as that on ‘the western’, the efforts to develop the Centre’s journal *Working Papers in Cultural Studies* following the publication of issue one in April, and the ongoing and ultimately unsuccessful struggles to produce a *Reader in Cultural Studies*. Hall felt that work towards these projects was not being shared equally and lacked even the ‘goodwill of the whole Centre’ towards them. More generally, the work that was being produced was ‘not of a consistently high critical and intellectual standard’. In spite of the involvement of CCCS members in various political activities outside the Centre, this had not translated to even a ‘minimum level of political engagement’ within it. Centre members had, Hall argued, shied away from what he saw as the necessity of a ‘conscious effort of an almost heroic kind’ to transform critical practice within a university setting, in favour of an apparently ‘unbreakable decision, at all costs, to be nice to each other’. If ‘that is humanism’, Hall concluded, paraphrasing Marx, ‘then I am not a humanist’.

Whether intentionally or otherwise, Hall’s words provoked a wave of angry papers about the feasibility of collective work within the Centre, the nature of its politics and how the situation should best be resolved. Richard Dyer, who was researching a thesis on ‘The Social Values of Show Business’, bemoaned what he saw as the ‘laziness … indolence or self-indulgence’ of some CCCS students and suggested that, in future, in order to foster greater shared responsibility, only those with full research scholarships should be admitted to study. Others were quick to denounce Dyer’s suggestions as ‘vulgar condescension masquerading as squirming obsequiousness’, an attempted ‘suppression of the revolt of the slaves’ and a ‘reactive’ example of an academic careerism that was divorced from wider society. To some extent these arguments were the product of splits between those who wanted to maintain a ‘tight’ collective within the Centre and those who were minded to embrace what was seen as its essential ‘diversity’. But such positions had become inseparable from individual members’ preconceptions regarding the ideal political nature of the Centre, something perhaps best illustrated by Hall. Intervening again in the debate in summer 1971, Hall argued it was the Centre’s ‘political unsophistication’ that was the central problem. Members had failed to develop a critical ‘solidarity’ as opposed to a lazy niceness. They had failed to see the potential of developing a ‘utopian enclave’ within a conservative institution. And they had been unable to see the political possibilities of the CCCS in the aftermath of the New Left and 1968. ‘I have a strong sense of our having, collectively, missed a “moment”,’ he wrote. ‘Such moments do not often recur.’ By September 1972 Hall had apparently
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given up all hope of a ‘tight’ political and intellectual collective within the CCCS. Although the Centre may from the outside appear as a ‘homogenous group’ the fact was, Hall argued, ‘we remain ... very diverse: intellectually and temperamentally’. In contrast to E. P. Thompson’s advice to the student movement to spend ‘a spell in a Leninist organization’ or the army, Hall proposed that the CCCS abandon any hope of a ‘grander, more ideal project’ that would ultimately prove to be unrealistic. We should try to live with a degree of pluralism,’ Hall wrote, ‘though far short of the ideal, [it] would at least allow some work to be done.

The 1971 debates were described by Hall as ‘fatally damaging’ and a ‘near disaster’. Dyer remembered there being ‘a great deal of tension’ during this period and recalled the atmosphere in meetings as ‘horrible’. By autumn 1972, Hall’s despondency with the situation was such that he raised the prospect of him ‘break[ing] the umbilical cord’ with the Centre and looking elsewhere for ‘the best place to make my own contribution’. The compromise reached was ultimately the satellite ‘sub-group’ model of research with a nod towards some limited form of collectivity at General Theory Seminars and later the M.A. course. This was not quite in keeping with the hopes for the CCCS that Hall had initially harboured, though it certainly helped to facilitate the most productive period in the Centre’s history. Yet the kind of tensions and schisms that characterized the period 1970–1 were never far away. They re-emerged, for instance, in September 1972 during attempts to plan the priorities for the academic year ahead, and again in 1974 over the issue of what the Centre’s taught M.A. should look like. Furthermore, these divisions had become intertwined not only with the political preconceptions of both new and old members but also the various positions members adopted in relation to particular strands of Marxist theory. The ‘spectacular’ rupture over the issue of theory that was signalled at Ruskin in 1979 had in fact been rehearsed on numerous occasions within the CCCS during the preceding years.

The position of history was a recurring tension within the Centre. Johnson had been appointed to the CCCS on the understanding that he would ‘greatly strengthen the historical side of our work’ and implement the establishment of the Centre’s M.A. programme. But as he later admitted, he initially struggled to adapt to the differences between the intellectual atmosphere he encountered at the CCCS compared to that which he had been used to in history. Johnson remembered teaching the M.A. ‘like a historian would teach it’ and encountering resistance from students on the course, many of whom Johnson regarded as being ‘way ahead of me’ intellectually.
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McLennan was among the first cohort of students to begin the M.A. in cultural studies and remembered deciding the course ‘wasn’t theoretical enough’, was overly empiricist and as a result, along with other students, ‘rebelled against the curriculum’ after just three sessions. Subsequently, following its establishment by Johnson, McLennan and others, the history sub-group was forced to defend its idea for a journal devoted to history against hostility from others in the Centre. The sub-group acknowledged the presence of ‘long-standing and deep-seated confusion about history-in-the-Centre’ and a tendency for history to be simplistically conflated with ‘concrete studies’. The authors stressed their view of theory as a ‘necessary concomitant’ to history and argued that any suggestion otherwise was to ‘render our project, all of a sudden, marginal to a view of overall Centre purposes’ and to ‘Centre history’ more generally. Johnson, then, who was to be attacked by Thompson for his ‘theoretical terrorism’ in 1979, spent the years leading up to Ruskin defending his ideas from charges of empiricism emanating from within the Centre.

Johnson was endeavoring to introduce greater historical depth to the Centre’s work just as there was a concerted attempt by others to move away from what was characterized as the ‘humanism’ or ‘empiricism’ of early CCCS work and towards a fuller engagement with the post-structuralist theory of Derrida, Lacan and others. Two critical figures in this respect were Ros Coward and John Ellis. The two had joined the Centre in the mid-1970s with an interest in semiotics and film but soon became frustrated at what they saw as the Centre’s inability to conceive of ideology and representation as something that could function independently from class structures. Ellis saw many in the Centre as wanting to ‘cling on to some kind of notion of economic determinism’ in their work and seeking ‘refuge’ from theory by being ‘intensively empirical’. In spite of the collapse of the ‘tight’ collective in 1971, Ellis emphasized the ‘terrorism’ of the ‘illusory ideal of the collective’ at the CCCS which masked the reality of divergent views and at the same time stopped dissenting voices from being heard. Both Coward and Ellis left the CCCS ‘as a result of feeling marginalized’ and in 1977 Coward published a paper for the film journal *Screen* that used the Centre’s work on sub-cultures and the media as case studies through which to form a critique of the CCCS approach more generally. Ironically, given what was to come at Ruskin two years later, Coward argued that in spite of its theoretical pretenses the Centre remained stubbornly in the tradition of ‘British socialist history’. It reduced what were in fact complex processes of ideological ‘transformation’ to an ‘elementary’ and ultimately ‘untenable’ analysis that hinged on the division ‘between capital and labour’. In words that echoed earlier denunciations of Hoggart’s understanding of cultural studies from within the Centre, Coward dismissed the CCCS approach as another strand of ‘liberal humanist cultural analysis’.
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CCCS members including Hall, Tony Jefferson and John Clarke defended their position in the following edition of *Screen*. But the disagreement was about more than the applicability of a particular theoretical tradition. It had become inseparable from personal relations and the politics of gender and class. An emerging theme within Coward’s paper, for instance, was that the CCCS position consigned the significance of gender to ‘secondary positions’ and was reliant on ‘an authority invested in certain patriarchal figures’. Yet it was class, as much as gender, that was the critical influence in these debates, even if this was more implicit than the concurrent tensions within the CCCS over the issue of feminism. Ellis, for example, perceived the sub-cultures subgroup as having a dominant presence within the Centre at this time, and argued that this was a ‘real group of working-class men’ who revelled in ‘being blokes, going to the pub and that kind of thing’. For Ellis, this group were ‘macho’, ‘set the tone’ in the Centre and were ‘hard for other people to deal with’. Conversely, the CCCS members who were the object of Coward and Ellis’s ostensibly theoretical critiques interpreted them as an attack on what they regarded as their own working-class identities. Jefferson noted ‘a clear, marked class difference’ between the members of the sub-cultures group and Ellis and Coward, while Clarke thought the two perceived the sub-cultures group as ‘tedious, sad old working-class boys [who] were lumbering around with Gramsci’. Paul Willis saw the post-structuralists as ‘sophisticated, demure bourgeois types’ compared to the ‘people who often did the fieldwork’. Willis recalled Coward approaching him with the critique that ‘“the problem with your notion of subjectivity, Paul, is it’s so banal”’. This left Willis, he recalled, feeling ‘completely fucking destroyed’.

It was proving difficult, then, for CCCS members to follow Hall’s earlier call for people to learn to ‘live with’ the Centre’s plurality. Indeed, one under-acknowledged issue was the extent to which each new cohort of students was unaware of the battles that had previously been fought over the nature of work at the Centre. Willis, who was closely involved in the CCCS for more than a decade, characterized his time there as a series of ‘revolutions’, beginning with a brief ‘humanist moment’ that was subsequently ‘overtaken first by Marxism and Althusser, then by post-structuralism, then by feminism, then by anti-racism. Every two years or so was the new wave sweeping in and each had its own ... sectarian politics. The whole period’, Willis remembered, ‘was changing at a vast rate of knots.’

The one constant within the CCCS at this time was Hall. Hall’s role in the development of British cultural studies is both widely documented and difficult to overstate. Whether intellectually or politically, in the form of internal position papers,
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collaborations with students or more formal pedagogic practice, Hall’s influence over Centre life was pervasive, something that is made apparent throughout the scores of interviews conducted with staff and students who were connected to the CCCS at various points from the mid-1960s onwards. Hall is described variously as ‘the inspirer’, ‘the ultimate’, ‘one of the cleverest people I’ve ever met anywhere in any context’, the person who ‘knew more than anyone else in the room’, the ‘teacher’, ‘mensch’ and ‘leader’.¹⁵⁰ For all the respect that former students and collaborators evidently still feel for Hall — something made even more apparent in the aftermath of his death in February 2014 — his elevated position within the Centre also placed particular pressures on the viability of the project as a whole. There was a contradiction between his political belief in collective ways of working and the authority he found he had within the Centre — the formal authority that came with being director, but also that which came from his undoubted charisma and formidable intellect. In spite of his desire to relinquish his academic authority, Hall remained the intellectual inspiration, political ally and uncomfortable father figure of the CCCS.

These contradictions were undoubtedly a critical factor in Hall’s eventual decision to leave the Centre. And he was evidently aware of them from a very early period. Hall’s disillusionment during the 1970–1 debates, for example, stemmed at least in part from his discomfort in the position as leader. Hall described the Centre as attempting to ‘live ourselves out of the master/subordinates role’ without having ‘transcended them’. He found he had ‘neither the “cover” of formal status and authority’ nor ‘alternative sources of support and criticism’.¹⁵¹ On the one hand, Hall was resented for his authority even as he tried to renounce it. He found it ‘impossible’ to ‘unlearn’ not only his prescribed role of teacher and supervisor, but also ‘all sorts of unconsciously dominative ways of talking, acting, feeling’.¹⁵² Whether he spoke or remained silent, Hall found that he was confronted with both ‘deference and hostility’.¹⁵³ Christopher Pawling, for instance, a student at the CCCS in the early 1970s, remembers that Hall would often sit silently in seminars because he was singled out as ‘the representative of paternalism’. People would ask questions and Hall would ‘[sit] there . . . just underlining his books’.¹⁵⁴ Yet on the other hand, there was always the sense that this was Hall’s project. As he put it in 1971, ‘on subjects of mutual intellectual concern . . . I wanted to speak as well and as powerfully as I could’.¹⁵⁵ Hall summarized this as a ‘classic “double-bind”’. It was a situation that he found to be a ‘wretched and humiliating experience’.¹⁵⁶

It was perhaps inevitable that, just as it had during the debates about Centre collectivism and the role of post-structuralist theory, the contradictions of Hall’s authority at the CCCS

¹⁵⁰ Interviews with Johnson, McCabe, Ellis, Critcher and R. Peters (now known as Mahasiddhi), interviewed by KC, 8 July 2013.
¹⁵² ibid., 13.
¹⁵³ ibid., 15.
¹⁵⁶ ibid., 15.
were also lived out in the realm of personal relations. As has been explored in a different context, relations in the workplace are often influenced by unconscious desires, resentments and preconceptions of masculinity and femininity.\(^{157}\) Given the political intensity of what was being attempted at the CCCS, it would be surprising if similar themes did not play a role in the Centre. Hall’s influence during the 1980s and 1990s on attempts by a generation of black British artists to articulate the complexities of their own identities has been explored elsewhere.\(^{158}\) During the 1970s at the CCCS, alongside his intellectual prowess, Hall’s personality, age, looks and ethnicity meant he was the focus of considerable attention. One interviewee, for example, described his first impression of Hall as the ‘cool dude at the back of the room in a denim top and denim jeans, black guy, the only black guy in the room’.\(^{159}\) There was, Critcher argued, ‘an awful lot of Stuart as daddy going on’. Hall was ‘handsome, personable, he was the figurehead . . . there was an enormous amount of emotional energy’.\(^{160}\) People were ‘jockeying for affection with Stuart’.\(^{161}\) Yet there was also ambivalence. Reflecting on the impact of feminism within the Centre, for instance, Charlotte Brunsdon suggests that the relationship between Hall and the Women’s Studies Group may have had much to do with ‘fantasies and fathers’.\(^{162}\) And such dynamics were highlighted as early as 1970 by Rachel Powell, who as a contemporary of Hall’s perhaps felt better able to articulate the discomfort she felt with this issue. Powell presented Hall as the ‘Daddy’, both of the Centre and of the wider cultural studies project. Powell was ‘exasperated with Stuart’, she wrote. She disagreed with the ‘Freudian argument that civilization and culture are the result of being exasperated with Daddy’, and argued that criticism of Hall was a critical part of the CCCS project. ‘Daddies’, she argued, ‘were invented to be exasperated with, and to be rebelled against.’\(^{163}\)

It goes against the collaborative spirit of the Centre to invoke the dominating role of just one person. But Hall’s presence in both the archive and the personal recollections is exceptional. It points to one of the central contradictions of the CCCS. The extent to which Hall was prepared to embrace the post-1968 ethos of politicized collectivism at the Centre has arguably been under-acknowledged, yet his individual influence on the work produced there is difficult to overstate. Hall’s generosity was remarkable and went beyond openness with his intellectual ideas. As he himself put it, among his collaborators he was their ‘director, their supervisor, their friend, their political ally [and] their intellectual interlocutor’.\(^{164}\) By 1979, the task of sustaining each of these roles simultaneously had become ‘too much’ for Hall.\(^{165}\) But like each contradiction highlighted in this article, the contradiction of Hall’s position was a feature of the CCCS from a very early period, something illustrated by the consideration he gave to leaving Birmingham in 1972. In the aftermath of the early debates about the nature and direction of the CCCS that ultimately led to the abandonment of the ‘tight’ collective, the Centre adopted a ‘looser’ way of working that contributed to an extraordinarily productive
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period. Yet there was never a unified approach to the project of contemporary cultural studies. The distinction between being committed to a heterogeneous initiative and being committed to a specific approach ultimately had to be acknowledged through the subgroups, though for a brief ‘moment’ after 1968 Hall was hoping for something else. The failure to maintain a ‘tight’ collective was an issue that would be separate from the Centre’s eventual fate. The attacks from without were of much greater significance. But it is nevertheless clear that the Centre was from the beginning (or at least its post-1968 ‘rebirth’) always marked by diversity and difference.

CONCLUSION

It is unlikely that the stories surrounding the Centre will lose their appeal any time soon. Indeed, there is something of a publishing industry around the Centre that can sometimes appear untouched by the usual conventions of either the arts or the social sciences. In the selection of interviews with former CCCS staff and students published in Cultural Studies in 2013 the most remarkable aspect of all of them is that they were published wholly unabridged. Angela McRobbie, dissatisfied with the way in which the interview was conducted, was even allowed to interview herself. It is rare indeed for any figure in the academy to have their words untouched by an editor, but so great is the reverence paid to the CCCS that thirteen of its figures were accorded the privilege. As if to prove that the words printed belonged more to a fanzine than a scholarly journal, the issue also contained copies of the first seven annual reports of the Centre.

The respect that continues to be conferred upon those who once taught or studied at the Centre may in part be connected to the difficulty those working in the field often have in defining what cultural studies means in the context of its evolution into an established field of enquiry at universities across Europe, the United States and elsewhere. As cultural studies has developed far beyond the specific institutional story told in this article, its practitioners have increasingly returned to their own interpretations of the significance of the CCCS. Cultural studies now offers an established career-path for scholars working across the arts and humanities. But despite this, as Thomas Frank has remarked, many of its leading figures remain welded to the perception of themselves as academic outsiders.

The experience of staff and students at the CCCS in Birmingham can easily situate itself in such a manner. The critiques of it from within and without certainly encouraged a siege mentality, especially after Hoggart and then Hall had departed, two individuals who perhaps knew better how to handle their often unsympathetic and frequently ill-informed faculty managers (after all, the highly detailed and intellectually frank accounts found in the annual reports served both an internal and an external purpose).

But it remains crucial not to emphasize only the stories of resistance and ideology. What is evident is a deeply troubled, if highly creative, life at the Centre. Divisions and disputes were normal occurrences. These sometimes bitter experiences were often the fuel for intellectual development, collectively and individually, and were undoubtedly behind
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the extraordinary – both in terms of quality and of quantity – outputs of the Centre. Such outputs were also the direct product of the distinctive practices described in this article. Seminal interventions such as *Policing the Crisis* and *Women Take Issue* stemmed from the wider political commitments of CCCS students and staff members. Likewise, although the process of collaborative work could be fraught, it helped to produce a body of work that was – in the shape of the *Working Papers* and in later edited collections – simultaneously remarkably heterogeneous and distinctively ‘Birmingham’. Yet the CCCS did not follow a trajectory felt more broadly by the New Left under the challenge of identity politics. Instead, diversity and difference were written into the very structures of the Centre. The sub-groups became the sites of creativity but were also early evidence that cultural studies was never heading towards even a modicum of disciplinary unity.

It is often remarked by CCCS veterans that what was achieved in the decade or so after 1968 could never be achieved in today’s arguably neo-liberal university. Certainly, it would be impossible to get current students involved in new student selection decisions, while the pressures to publish are arguably a disincentive to academic collaboration. But publish is precisely what the CCCS did and they did so in volumes and according to criteria – interdisciplinarity, collaboration, societal impact, widening participation – that today’s academics find themselves increasingly having to respond or at least pay lip service to. Moreover, the CCCS did this for many years with only 2.5 permanent staff, a level of resource far less than many experience today (undergraduate numbers notwithstanding). That the working practices facilitated such achievements is due to what Hall and other cultural studies scholars might refer to as a historical conjuncture. This included the post-1968 moment, the increasing arrival of baby-boomers new to higher education and schooled in varieties of leftist thinking, and the greater space given by university managers for academic practice. This left a legacy of collaborations, practice and spirit that would continue to inspire productive initiatives at the Centre and then the department throughout the 1980s and 1990s. But, at the time, it also required the intellectual openness and sheer charisma of Stuart Hall to whom so many continue to acknowledge their foremost intellectual debt. His own journey in the New Left would continue into the 1980s and beyond, as well as being taken up by former CCCS members. But it was a journey in which cultural studies as an academic practice was not charged with the same hopes and ambitions Hall and others had given it at the end of the 1960s. The formation of the sub-groups in the CCCS was an acknowledgement of the heterogeneous nature of the cultural studies project, a fact which is clear in the archives if not always in the retrospective accounts. The renewal of the New Left – of the kind frequently invoked by Hall – would have to come from ideas and practices elsewhere.
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